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Course materials

• Introduction to Nuclear Science (Bantu)

http://nagysandor.eu/lne/Bantu_e.pdf

• Online version of this presentation and the

next ones. The links to them will be given on

the homepage of the course at

http://nagysandor.eu/oktatas/BasoNS/

• etc. (to be specified on the homepage)

http://nagysandor.eu/lne/Bantu_e.pdf
http://nagysandor.eu/oktatas/BasoNS/


1. Nuclide (isotope, isotone, isobar, isomer) – iso: same, p: proton, n: neutron, bar: weight, m: metastable

2. Chart of nuclides: a map of nuclides over the plane (Z, N) – (the number of p & n ) 

3. 1 eV – molar equivalent (1 eV×NA) ↔ ~100 kJ/mol (chemistry).

4. 1 eV – temperature equivalent (kT = 1 eV) ↔ ~10 000 K  (25°C ↔ 26 meV).

5. Q-value: the energy released in the (radioactive) decay of a single nucleus;

the energy of an α-, β-particle, γ-photon: ~1 MeV = 1 000 000 eV (approximately). 

6. Energy-equivalent of mass: E0 = mc2. 

(E0: rest energy) Notation: m ↔ E0

7. Photon (γ) (rest) mass: mγ = 0. 

Photons energy: Eγ = hν. 

Photon momentum: pγ = Eγ/c = h/λ. (for a ball we have: p2 = 2mEk)

8. Electron (e) mass: me ↔ ~0.5 MeV =           500 000 eV = 500 keV

9. Electron neutrino (ν, νe) mass: mν ↔                        2 eV (at most)

10.Nucleon (N: p & n) masses: 

mn ≥ mp ≥ 1 u ↔ 931.5 MeV ≈ 1 GeV = 1 000 000 000 eV (Da = u ≈ amu)

Ten bunches of things to remember (eventually :)



Nuclidic notation with 

„radiocarbon” as an 

example.

Isotopes: Z is constant, A & N vary.

Isobars: A is constant, Z & N vary.

Isotones: N is constant, Z & A vary.

Why? Because A = Z + N.

Isomers: A & Z & N are constant, EN varies.

Nuclide: IUPAC: A species of atom, characterized by its mass 

number (A), atomic number (Z) and nuclear energy state.

IUPAP: A species of atoms identical as regards atomic number (Z

= proton number) and mass number (A = nucleon number) should 

be indicated by the word ‘nuclide’ 

Isotopes: Different nuclides having the same atomic number (Z) 

are called ‘isotopic nuclides’ or ‘isotopes’.

Isobars: Different nuclides having the same mass number (A) are 

called ‘isobaric nuclides’ or ‘isobars’. 

Isotones: Since nuclides with the same number of protons (Z) are 

‘isotopes’, nuclides with the same number of neutrons (N)  have 

sometimes been designated as ‘isotones’. 

Nuclear isomers: There exist different nuclear energy states for 

any given (Z, A) or (Z, N) combination. These are considered 

different nuclides too by IUPAC. 



Karlsruher Nuklidkarte The map covers both

sides of a 165 cm paper sheet. Here is a great

nuclide chart that doubles as the interface of a 

data base: http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/

The periodic table of IUPAC for 2007.

Since 2011 isotopic variations are also included: 
http://www.ciaaw.org/pubs/Periodic_Table_Isotopes.pdf

A pHD uh… in isotope effects from Google? 

What do you think?  (Start typing isotope ef…)

Isotopic abundances and the atomic weights (PhET sim)

How do the two compare? 

Topological analogies are as follows:

Periodic table: element ↔ isotope

Chart of nuclides: nuclide ↔ isomer

Isotopic

composition

varies on

Earth too!

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/nudat2/
http://www.ciaaw.org/pubs/Periodic_Table_Isotopes.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_water#Physical_properties_.28with_comparison_to_light_water.29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isotope_effect
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass


From periodic table to chart of nuclides!

On the regular (Segrè) type of chart, the atomic number Z (proton number) is shown vertically, 

with the isotopes of elements lined up horizontally parallel to the N axis (neutron number)

Neutron number, N
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Try this interactive Flash animation:

http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/MendeleevSegre/index.html

All isotopes of the

element with atomic

number z are along this

line. And only they.

Z = z (constant)

Nuclidic notation

A = a (constant)

isobar45°

Exists on 

Earth.

(Stable or 

almost.)

45°

http://nagysandor.eu/AsimovTeka/MendeleevSegre/index.html


How to produce 1 eV by a „mini accelerator”

Be patient! It takes time for the

proton to enter the accelerator

because its speed/energy is nearly 0. 

Looks like free fall to me, except that

it goes horizontal! I wonder how you

can power this accelerator.



The physical

interpretation of 

1 eV 
(one electron volt):

1 eV is the kinetic energy acquired by 

an electron (or any other particle with

charge |q| = e ) when accelerated by a 

potential difference of 1 V in a vacuum.

1 eV ↔ ~100 kJ/mol

1 keV ↔ 10 MK (Hot!)

1 MeV ≈ 2 me c2 ↔ 2 me ≈ 1 mu

1 GeV ↔ 1 u = 1 Da (dalton)

Underlining: per particle

Orders of magnitude

☼

Energy – temperature relationship:

E = kT

Wow! I only need a single battery 

to operate the „mini accelerator”.

If ~1 eV, then Chemistry!

1 keV only means 1000 V 

accelerating potential, and 

the temperature is up in the 

sky! (Temperature in the 

core of the Sun: ~16 MK)

Positron annihilation

http://nagysandor.eu/physlet/applets/maxwell.html 

http://www.nineplanets.org/sol.html
http://nagysandor.eu/physlet/applets/maxwell.html
http://nagysandor.eu/physlet/applets/maxwell.html
http://nagysandor.eu/physlet/applets/maxwell.html


Hey! Anybody here a chemist?

55

Cs
Caesium

132.9054519

To study nuclear stability we need nuclidic masses (M), but for simple demonstration, their 

average (weighted with isotopic abundances), i.e. the relativ atomic mass (Ar) will also do.

1 u 

~1 GeV

1 mu 

~1 MeV

1 μu 

~1 keV

Two more 

decimals, and 

chemical 

changes (~1 eV) 

could be  

characterized by 

the change in the 

mass!

The masses of Cs 

and Cs+ are 

„equal” to two 

decimal accuracy.

Why do we need 

all those decimals 

when specifying 

Ar values in 

nuclear science?



Energy references in eV #1: Electromagnetic Radiations
(Here is a good place to find energy data for particles: http://ie.lbl.gov/toi/radSearch.asp) 

http://lectureonline.cl.msu.edu/~mmp/applist/Spectrum/s.htm

http://ie.lbl.gov/toi/radSearch.asp
http://lectureonline.cl.msu.edu/~mmp/applist/Spectrum/s.htm


Energy references in eV #2: Further Radiations etc.



IUPAP/IUPAC notations 1

e: a concrete number (2.718…), a unit, 

a symbol of a particle (e.g. electron) 

e, r, Q: scalar quantity (elementary

charge, distance, etc.)

r: vector (spatial vector)

Q: tensor (~a physical quantity

described by a matrix of rank ≥2).

IUPAP/IUPAC notations 2

How to give the value of the physical

quantity f in texts:       f = {f}×[f]

[f]: the unit in which f is given

{f}: the numerical value of f in the selected

unit. 

IUPAP/IUPAC notations 4

How to give the value of the physical

quantity f in graphs

Axis titles:

Name if any, f /[f]

The unit [f] must be given like this: 

km μs-1, because an additional / 

could be misleading (e.g. km/μs).

Axis labels: {f}

IUPAP/IUPAC notations 3

How to give the value of the physical

quantity f in tables

Column titles:

Name if any, f /[f]

Cel values: {f}

These are the rules you should also follow. 

They are parts of literacy in science.

If this was a graph, 

the axis labeks/titles should be like this:
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Conventions of notation in Bantu

http://nagysandor.eu/lne/index.html


17°C!

Wow! Es ist

aber schön 

warm, nee?

Ist es schon 

die Pußta, 

bitte?

I wonder, if 

anybody speaks  

English in 

Bucharest at all…

 This is you, sitting in a classroom, 10 m across! It also represents the size of a nucleus.

The classroom is 

too small to show.

The circles 

represent atoms 

that are rescaled so 

that their nuclei are 

equal in size.

Note that the actual  

van der Waals radii 

compare like the 

blue balls. 

Pb

H

Li

Как я могу

получить в 

Хевиз?

http://www.webelements.com/periodicity/van_der_waals_radius/

